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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

Labor  prediction  is  one  of  the  most  challenging  goals  in  obstetrics,  mainly  due  to  the  poor  understanding
of  the  factors  responsible  for the  onset  of  labor.  The  electrohysterogram  (EHG)  is the recording  of  the
myoelectrical  activity  of  myometrial  cells  and has  been  shown  to provide  relevant  information  on  the
electrophysiological  state of the  uterus.  This  information  could  be  used  to obtain  more  accurate  labor  pre-
dictions than  those  of  the  currently  used  techniques,  such  as  the  Bishop  score,  tocography  or  biochemical
markers.  Indeed,  a number  of efforts  have  already  been  made  to  predict  labor  by  this  method,  separately
characterizing  the  intensity,  the coupling  degree  of the  EHG  signals  and  myometrial  cell  excitability,
these  being  the  cornerstones  on  which  contraction  efficiency  is built.  Although  EHG  characterization  can
distinguish  between  different  obstetric  situations,  the  reported  results  have  not  been  shown  to provide  a
practical tool  for  the  clinical  detection  of true  labor.  The  aim  of  this  work  was  thus  to  define  and  calculate
indexes  from  multichannel  EHG  recordings  related  to all the  phenomena  involved  in  the efficiency  of
uterine  myoelectrical  activity  (intensity,  excitability  and  synchronization)  and  to combine  them to form
global  efficiency  indexes  (GEI)  able  to predict  delivery  in  less  than  7/14  days.  Four  EHG  synchronization
indexes  were  assessed:  linear  correlation,  the  imaginary  part of the coherence,  phase  synchronization
and  permutation  cross  mutual  information.  The  results  show  that  even  though  the  synchronization  and
excitability  efficiency  indexes  can detect  increasing  trends  as  labor  approaches,  they  cannot  predict  labor
in less  than  7/14  days.  However,  intensity  seems  to be the  main  factor  that  contributes  to  myometrial
efficiency  and  is  able  to  predict  labor  in  less  than  7/14 days. All the  GEIs present  increasing  monotonic
trends  as  pregnancy  advances  and  are  able  to identify  (p  <  0.05)  patients  who  will deliver  in  less  than
7/14  days  better  than  single  channel  and  single  phenomenon  parameters.  The  GEI based  on  the permu-
tation  cross  mutual  information  shows  especially  promising  results.  A simplified  EHG  recording  protocol
is proposed  here  for clinical  practice,  capable  of  predicting  deliveries  in less  than  7/14  days,  consisting  of
4 electrodes  vertically  aligned  with the median  line  of  the  uterus.

©  2018  Published  by Elsevier  Ltd.

1. Introduction

Electrohysterography (EHG) or uterine electromyography has
arisen as a non-invasive monitoring technique for assessing uter-
ine dynamics and predicting the onset of labor. Compared with the
currently used prediction techniques, based on monitoring uter-
ine dynamics, such as tocography, the Bishop Score or biochemical
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markers, the use of EHG in clinical practice would lead to more
accurate diagnosis and prediction of true labor [1], thus avoiding
unnecessary hospitalizations and reducing healthcare costs. This is
especially relevant in threatened preterm patients, since preterm
birth is one of the leading causes of neonatal morbidity in the devel-
oped countries and often involves expensive interventions [2,3].

Predicting labor within 7 days is the most commonly studied
time horizon in the literature [4] as it has clinical relevance; tocol-
ysis has been shown to reduce the risk of delivery within 48 h
and 7 days [5] and is usually prescribed to allow administration of
glucocorticoids and reduce the risk of prematurity complications.
However, there are other studies on 14-day labor prediction which
provide advantageous information for pregnancy and labor man-
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agement [6,7]. The obstetrical indicators traditionally employed for
labor prediction, such as cervical length, Bishop Score, or number of
contractions/10 min, do not provide results reliable enough for pre-
dicting imminent labor [4,8]. Although cervical length is one of the
most widely used labor prediction indicators in clinics [7,9], sev-
eral studies report that this criterion has proved to be insufficient or
inaccurate in predicting labor [9,10]. Due to its low positive predic-
tive values and sensitivities, routine cervical length assessment is
not recommended in women at low risk of preterm labor [9]. Con-
versely, electrohysterographic techniques have arisen as potential
labor prediction tools, yielding better results than the traditional
obstetrical parameters [10,11].

The EHG registers the electrical activity associated with the con-
traction of the myometrial cells and can be recorded by placing
electrodes on the abdominal surface [12]. Several studies found that
EHG features change throughout pregnancy [13]. Uterine electrical
activity is weak and uncoordinated in the early gestational ages, but
becomes more coordinated and intense as pregnancy progresses
[12,13]. The first studies carried out on women and animal subjects
in the 90 s revealed that EHG could provide valuable information
on the progression of pregnancy and the onset of labor [13,14].

The EHG signal is made up of the register of the basal tone (asso-
ciated with the resting state of the uterus) and the EHG-bursts
(which represent the electrical activity associated with uterine
contractions). Most authors in this field focus on the [0.1–4] Hz
range, since it is considered that EHG spectral content is mainly
distributed in this range [15]. EHG features related to the excitabil-
ity phenomenon have been studied, usually extracting parameters
from the power density spectrum of the EHG-bursts, such as peak,
mean or median frequencies [6,15,16].

Regarding EHG-burst synchronization, various indexes, such as
linear and non-linear correlation, have been proposed to quan-
tify the evolution of the coupling between different EHG recording
channels to obtain information on labor onset [17], the imaginary
part of the coherence [18] and others based on phase synchroniza-
tion [19]. Although they all have shown higher synchronization
values for the labor groups, there is still no consensus on the
most appropriate method of evaluating EHG signals synchroniza-
tion, since each synchronization index evaluates different aspects.
Both the linear and non-linear correlation indexes evaluate sig-
nal coupling in the temporal domain, while the coherence-based
indexes operate in the EHG spectrum, and still others estimate
the degree of coupling by the phase differences. Synchronization
indexes which evaluate coupling from the mutual information
shared between different time series, especially the permutation
cross mutual information (PCMI), has shown promising results in
electroencephalographic applications [20].

However, as far as we know, there are no studies which evaluate
all the different factors involved in the efficiency of myoelectrical
activity through the analysis of multichannel EHG registers, nor has
a global-efficiency index yet been defined that combines the uterine
activity intensity, cellular excitability and synchronization. Such an
analysis would provide valuable information on the mechanisms
that initiate labor.

Some authors have already employed spectral, temporal and
EHG synchronization parameters to predict labor and non-labor
situations or classify patients into term or preterm labor [21–23].
However, even though some have reported high accuracy values,
these results are usually limited by different factors, such as a
strong dependence on electrode configuration or controversial val-
ues obtained from different databases [24,25], so that the reported
results have not been shown to provide a practical tool for the clin-
ical detection of true labor. As there is therefore still a need for
robust global myoelectrical activity indexes which can predict labor
in common clinical conditions, the aim of this work was to obtain
robust myoelectrical uterine activity efficiency indexes to identify

Fig. 1. Distribution of registers according to time-to-delivery (in days).

the expectant mothers who  will deliver in less than 7/14 days.
For this, the evolution of different single-phenomenon efficiency
indexes (which include information on intensity, excitability and
synchronization of the uterine contractile events) was first stud-
ied and then combined to define uterine activity global efficiency
indexes. A reduced electrode set was  also evaluated to facilitate the
use of the EHG technique in clinical practice and avoid the entan-
gled and complex acquisition protocols and systems associated
with a large number of channel registers.

2. Materials & methods

2.1. Database

The “Icelandic 16-electrode database” [26] was chosenfor this
work as it contains a collection of multichannel EHG pregnancy and
labor recordings to facilitate the study of the evolution of uterine
contraction efficiency indexes in different stages of labor.

This database includes 122 EHG registers from 45 pregnant
women: 112 during pregnancy (third trimester) and the rest during
labor (patients who  delivered within 24 h). The subjects had normal
singleton pregnancies and unknown preterm labor risk factors.

As the aim was  to obtain information on the labor horizon from
the myoelectrical activity during pregnancy, the recordings were
divided into different groups by time-to-delivery (TTD). The records
were classified as follows: patients recorded during labor, those
who delivered between 1 and 7 days after the recording session,
those who gave birth between 7 and 14 days after the recording
session, those who delivered between 14 to 30 days, and those who
gave birth after more than 30 days (See Fig. 1). The recordings were
also used to analyze the indexes’ ability to predict deliveries in less
than 7 days (Grouping the labor and TTD 1–7 day patients) and 14
days (Grouping the labor, TTD 1–7 day and TTD 7–14 day patients)
after the recording session.

2.2. Data analysis

The database provides monopolar raw records of EHG signals
from a grid of 4 × 4 electrodes. The EHG monopolar signals were
resampled at 20 Hz and digitally filtered in the range 0.1 to 4 Hz
using a 5th order Butterworth bandpass digital filter, since EHG
spectral content is mainly distributed in this range [15]. After
monopolar signal pre-processing 12 vertical bipolar signals were
obtained, as seen in Fig. 2. All the analyses in this work were per-
formed on bipolar signals, since they have been reported to have
a better signal to noise ratio and immunity against common mode
interference than monopolar recordings [27–29]. Only the signal
segments of uterine contractions were analyzed. EHG-bursts were
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